For the following questions, please give the answers pertinent to your **most advanced band only**.

1. Flute
   How many **males** play this instrument?
   How many **females** play this instrument?

2. Clarinet
   How many **males** play this instrument?
   How many **females** play this instrument?

3. Alto Saxophone
   How many **males** play this instrument?
   How many **females** play this instrument?

4. Trumpet
   How many **males** play this instrument?
   How many **females** play this instrument?

5. French Horn/ Mellophone
   How many **males** play this instrument?
   How many **females** play this instrument?

6. Baritone/Euphonium
   How many **males** play this instrument?
   How many **females** play this instrument?

7. Trombone
   How many **males** play this instrument?
   How many **females** play this instrument?

8. Tuba/Sousaphone